THE TWO CULTURES
ment with very ample power, had prospered under
that Parliament, and had lost that Parliament through
a very squalid transaction, Lecky gave the whole
weight of his candid ability and leisured learning to
support these statements. Yet he voted on every
occasion in Parliament against the conclusions to
which, in the feeling of Nationalist Ireland, his whole
work pointed. But the Anglo-Irish culture of which
he was part had assumed the Union as a beneficent
fact, by whatever means attained : it assumed steadily
a special inaptness in the Irish for the task of governing
themselves : though Lecky himself would probably
have preferred to say that the racial mixture in Ireland
was in proportions so dangerous that the introduction
of modern parliamentary institutions must inevitably
produce a disastrous explosion.
But as a rule Anglo-Irish culture did not think it
necessary to justify the position of ascendancy which
was asserted as a;right.: yet it. dwelt with increasing
indulgence and affection on the race with which its
own was bound up. Nothing more characteristic ever
came out of that culture than the series of novels
and short stories by Edith Somerville and Martin
Ross : and no books could speak more plainly of the
loving delight which these authors had found in close
life-long intercourse with the older Irish, Yet nowhere
is more clearly expressed recognition that the^ Irish
gentry, of whom and for whom they wrote, lived
islanded about by a population wholly differing in
outlook, having its own thoughts—which these
observers strove to interpret—but above all keeping
its own secrets. It is " we ?? and " they " throughout:
yet who more than these writers have loved Ireland
and the Irish ?
Those who study these books will note in the latest
of them, written during the last phase of the revolu-
tion, a growing preoccupation with the idea of racial
fusion—which to them involves a social fusion of
classes : and for them that is the difficulty. But the

